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Web version of this issue - https://www.zeroretries.org/p/zero-retries-0133

Request To Send

Commentary by Editor Steve Stroh N8GNJ

Paid Subscribers Update

My thanks to Prefers to Remain Anonymous 19 for becoming a Founding Member of Zero
Retries!

Financial support is a real vote of confidence for continuing to publish Zero Retries.

Radios are Computers - with an Antenna

I coined this phrase in the comments I submitted to the FCC yesterday (see item below) and
I rather like it and will begin using it regularly. I think this phrase captures perfectly that radio
technology is now firmly in the computing / software realm. (Actually, that’s been true for
some time.) Yes, there will always be “simple hardware radios” and of course conventional
components like filters and power amplifiers. But, especially when using digital / data modes,
the hardware of the radio will largely be in service to the integral computer and thus,
software. It is now a new world of radio technology, and this phrase captures that perfectly.

Update on my Comments to the FCC on Docket 16-239 NPRM

My comments are now officially on record at the FCC.

In addition to early commenters Jeremy Taylor and Ron Economos, Josh Shupack, Tom
Azlin (1) (2), Willis Keith Stroud, and Steve Lampereur have joined me in commenting on the
NPRM. Kudos, folks!

No comments (on the NPRM) to date from: ARDC, AMSAT, ARRL, HamOpen, ORI, TAPR,
etc. - organizations which could reasonably be expected to favor maximizing experimentation
in the US Amateur Radio Service. I hope that lack of comment to date is “late as possible
gamesmanship” rather than apathy.

Ten Most Zero Retries Interesting Items of 2023 (Perhaps Next Issue)

https://www.zeroretries.org/p/zero-retries-0133
https://www.fcc.gov/ecfs/search/search-filings/filing/10104172166647
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Last week I imagined that I would use this issue for highlighting the Ten Most Zero Retries
Interesting Items mentioned in Zero Retries in 2023. But the pressure to get my comments
into the FCC on Docket 16-239 NPRM resulted in a time crunch from prioritizing that.
Thankfully three great Zero Retries Interesting “articles” from other authors “showed up”, so
I’ll try to get “Interesting Items” article completed for the next issue of Zero Retries.

Hamvention 2024, Ho!

Hamvention 2024 in Xenia, Ohio, USA countdown - 19 weeks!

In close consultation with the Zero Retries staff (my wife Tina KD7WSF), we will likely be
attending Hamvention 2024 on May 17-19, 2024. We will be attempting to secure a table in
one of the buildings (in progress). Now that the decision is made, I’ll post regular updates.

Nice Mention(s) of Zero Retries in Special Edition of Hot Iron Newsletter #123

Frank Barnes W4NPN:

Hot Iron is normally a quarterly publication and the next issue is due out at the end of
February. But we thought we would celebrate the arrival of 2024 by publishing a
special New Year’s edition.

It contains a variety of topics and we solicit any ideas you have to make Hot Iron
better!

It is attached to this email and will shortly be posted to the website and we hope you
enjoy it!

…

Zero Retries newsletter #0131 has a lot of information you won’t find elsewhere,
including a Raspberry Pi link.

The Zero Retries newsletter always contains articles of interest. Click the link!

My thanks to W4NPN and Technical Editor Peter Thornton G6NGR for these nice mentions
of Zero Retries! As this issue of Zero Retries publishes, this issue of Hot Iron is not yet
posted on the Hot Iron Newsletter’s website. Again, Hot Iron is a delightful, informal,
informative newsletter and I enjoy receiving it and reading it. Recommended!

The Substack Problem

https://hamvention.org/
https://www.w4npn.net/hot-iron-directory/
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There is a significant problem with Substack, the platform I currently use to publish Zero
Retries. I’ve only recently become aware of “the issue”. I’d prefer not to say “the word” here
in Zero Retries and end up insta-auto-banned by many systems, especially for international
readers, for uttering “the word” in what’s supposed to be a mostly politics-free technically
focused newsletter.

Fortunately, Ty Burr, who publishes Ty Burr’s Watch List on Substack (and braver than I am
about “the word”), offered what I consider a good, balanced take on the Substack Problem in
Whither the Watch List in 2024? Burr’s concerns, and tentative conclusions mirror mine. My
assessment of the Substack Problem is that the “tech bros” management of Substack isn’t
going to change their stance absent some very large Substack newsletters such as Sinocism
or Letters from an American “voting with their readership” by moving their large readerships
to other platforms. That may happen, or may not.

Moving Zero Retries off Substack is an option, but it wouldn’t be a “simple” operation, despite
what other platforms claim. Fortunately Substack (to date) allows porting out all current email
subscribers, and I control the zeroretries.org domain, so there’s that. But unless another
platform does an extraordinary job of porting in Zero Retries in toto (I’m skeptical), all
previous links in past issues of Zero Retries where I reference previous stories in Zero
Retries will be broken (they’re specific to Zero Retries issues on Substack), etc.

One potential solution is to do a cutover as of a specific date for Zero Retries issues on
Substack, and the last post I make on Substack directs readers to the new platform and
“New Zero Retries”. But if I redirect zeroretries.org to a different platform, surely that will
impact the existing Zero Retries issues on Substack. Again, changing platforms isn’t a simple
issue for an existing newsletter with an established readership like Zero Retries.

In mentioning this now, I wanted to acknowledge that the issue is real, and I’m thoughtfully
considering the future of Zero Retries on Substack. I’m mad that Substack’s management
isn’t (seemingly) taking “the issue” seriously and that they’re seemingly caving to these
nitwits causing the problem. I’m irritated that dealing with a move off Substack will impact my
writing time for the Zero Retries Guide to Amateur Radio in the 21st Century book that
I’m writing, ramping up to do video (which now I may not invest in Substack’s video system,
despite how nice that would be instead of YouTube), and other Zero Retries projects.

It’s only fair to mention that starting Zero Retries wouldn’t have been possible without a
platform such as Substack, which was the most mature email newsletter subscription
platform (that I was aware of from my research) when I started Zero Retries in July 2021. For
Zero Retries to work, I require a platform that allows me to “just write” and the platform
manages almost everything else such as email, payments, etc. (Thus, a DIY-with-much-
fussing platform like WordPress just wouldn’t work for me.) Substack does those support

https://tyburrswatchlist.substack.com/p/whither-the-watch-list-in-2024
https://sinocism.com/
https://heathercoxrichardson.substack.com/
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functions pretty well. But in 2024, there are now some other capable email newsletter
subscription platforms including Beehiiv, Ghost, and Buttondown worth serious
consideration.

And… almost on cue to demonstrate the complexity of “whither Substack”, as I was putting
the last bits of gloss onto this issue of Zero Retries, this article showed up in my reading
queue:

Irrational Optimism and the Rebuilding of Local Journalism

The rational arguments for starting The Mill were obvious to me and I think they still
stand today: that local journalism is a crucial facet of society that connects us to the
places we live and the people who live around us and gives us a sorely needed sense
of shared reality in an atomised age; that this kind of journalism has been decimated in
Greater Manchester and pretty much every other community in [the UK] because its
old business models have collapsed; that people will be willing to pay for great local
journalism again if inspires them and thrills them, as well as imparting useful
information.

Thanks for your understanding on patience on “this issue”. I’ll keep you posted.

73,

Steve N8GNJ

Leave a comment
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Image courtesy of Internet Archive.

What’s New at Digital Library of Amateur Radio & Communications - January
2024

By Kay Savetz K6KJN, Internet Archive's Program Manager, Special Collections

There are two things I love about New Year’s Day: the Hoppin’ John dinner that my wife
makes, and Public Domain Day. Hoppin’ John is a traditional peas and rice meal; Public
Domain Day is the day when material copyrighted years ago enters the public domain.

On January 1, 2024, content published in 1928 in the United States entered the public
domain. There was much talk about how the 1928 Disney movie Steamboat Willie, and
therefore the first iteration of Mickey Mouse, entered the public domain. And also thousands
of books (such as D.H Lawrence’s Lady Chatterley's Lover) and lots of music, including Cole
Porter’s “Let’s Do It (Let’s Fall In Love)”. (Here’s a nice rundown.) That’s all well and good,
but what about the amateur radio content? 

I found well over 100 items already in DLARC that were published in 1928, including the
books Radio — A Study of First Principles by Elmer E. Burns, The Radio Manual by George
E. Sterling, Radio Engineering Principals by Lauer and Brown, and Radio Receivers and
Servicing by K. M. Macilvain.

The real fun, in my opinion, comes with radio magazines, which add art, advertisements, and
really show the fun of the radio hobby in 1928. Start with the November 1928 edition of
Science and Invention (with an article about how an airplane transmitted a photograph via

https://substackcdn.com/image/fetch/f_auto,q_auto:good,fl_progressive:steep/https%3A%2F%2Fsubstack-post-media.s3.amazonaws.com%2Fpublic%2Fimages%2F30396b02-493d-4c48-a671-1162a5b5c374.heic
https://web.law.duke.edu/cspd/publicdomainday/2024/
https://archive.org/details/dlarc?query=date:1928&sort=-addeddate
https://archive.org/details/radioastudyoffir0000elme
https://archive.org/details/radiomanual00geor/
https://archive.org/details/referencedatafor00unse
https://archive.org/details/radioreceiversse00icss
https://archive.org/details/scienceinventionunse_2
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radio, and a bargain at just 25 cents cover price!) Then enjoy the November 1928 edition of
Radio Listeners' Guide and Callbook (the ads are amazing.) You can read a whole year of
Radio magazine, and The General Radio Experimenter, and Radio News, and QST.

Every word, every picture in those public domain radio books and magazines are yours to do
anything you want with. Use the art in your newsletter. Re-release the best stuff as a blog or
ebook. They belong to everyone.

My Hoppin’ John-fueled public domain excitement abated, I’m ready to change topics. Here’s
a great little story about cause and effect.

I met with this publication’s esteemed editor, Steve Stroh, at a coffee shop where he handed
me a grocery bag filled with ham radio related floppy disks and CD-ROMs. I’ve barely began
processing all of that media, but certain discs caught my eye: TAPR Software Library CD-
ROMs for 1996, 1997, and 1998. Though I’ve got a lot more digging to do on them, I know
already that these discs are absolute gold: in the RAUDIO directory I found 50 episodes of
Amateur Radio Newsline in RealAudio format. Those episodes span January 21 1996
through December 27 1996 — one of the lost years of Newsline, now completely recovered!
Since I doubt any of us has working RealAudio software in 2024, I converted the episodes to
MP3 format, and like magic, here is all of Newsline for 1996. (And they are all transcribed.
Click the Subrip link in any Download Options pane to read an episode instead of listening.)
There’s so much good stuff here — perhaps start with the on-the-spot reporting from the
1996 Dayton Hamvention. 

I crossed the 1996 Newslines off the DLARC Wantlist, but there are still more than 1,700
episodes waiting, somewhere, to be re-discovered.

Here’s another effect from those same TAPR CD-ROMs in Steve’s grocery bag: I learned
about Ham Radio & More, which was a radio show about amateur radio hosted by Len
Winkler KH7LW. It aired from 1991 to 1997, and was the first radio show devoted to ham
radio on the commercial radio band. It started on a Phoenix, Arizona AM station, then
became nationally syndicated. Len talked about the issues of the day (so much No Code
discussion) and interviewed important people in the ham world. Notable guests included
Wayne Green, Bob Heil, Sheriff Joe Arpaio, Princess Elettra Marconi, and Senator Barry
Goldwater. 

Len himself digitized 149 episodes of the show (including the episodes with the people
mentioned above) and made them available at his Ham Radio & More web site. He has
graciously allowed me to make them available in DLARC (where they’ve already been
transcribed.) Even better news — there are another 169 or so episodes that Len never got
around to digitizing. Those tapes are on their way to DLARC World Headquarters (AKA my
office), where I will digitize them and make them available online for the first time. I’ll let you
know when they start to roll in.

https://archive.org/details/radiolistenersguunse
https://archive.org/search?query=identifier:sim_audio_1927-*
https://archive.org/search?query=identifier:sim_general-radio-experimenter_1928*
https://archive.org/search?query=identifier:sim_radio-television-news_1928*
https://archive.org/search?query=identifier:sim_qst_1928*
https://archive.org/details/tapr-1996
https://archive.org/details/tapr-1997
https://archive.org/details/tapr-1998-disc
https://archive.org/details/arnewsline?query=date:1996&sort=-addeddate
https://archive.org/details/Newsline_980
https://archive.org/details/dlarc-wantlist
https://www.hamradioandmore.com/
https://archive.org/details/hamradioandmore?sort=-date
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Those are only the first two things to come out of the first discs from Steve’s big bag of
media. You don’t need to wait for me to find the next gem! Feel free to explore them yourself.
Here are the TAPR Software Library discs for 1996, 1997, and 1998. (And, if you have ANY
other TAPR CD-ROMs, please let me know.)

Meanwhile, at Massachusetts Institute of Technology, the librarian decided that it was time to
cull the stacks of old books about radio, which they sent to DLARC. MIT sent five boxes of
books: we’ve started digitizing them but still have a few boxes to go. As I write this, 39 books
are available in the Radio Books from MIT Libraries collection, including early radio texts in
English, French, and German. These include Die Elektrische "Wellentelegraphie" und ihre
Anwendung (Electrical “Wave Telegraphy” and its Application), published 1898; and Sams’
1962 “Single-Sideband Communications Handbook.” More books will trickle into this
collection as the scanners do their work.

Let’s talk about magazines and newsletters. First, a big one: 370 issues of the W5YI Report!
The W5YI Report was published by Fred Maia, W5YI, from 1978 until 2003. It was known as
"America's Oldest Ham Radio Newsletter." Maia died in 2012. The issues uploaded so far
are provided courtesy of W5YI Licensing Services. It’s not a complete set, but 370 issues is
nothing to sneeze at. Allan Batteiger, president of W5YI, told me — I love this part so much
— that the reports were scanned by his 13-year-old granddaughter. Nice work, kid!

In an incredible bit of serendipity, the manager of the estate of Fred Laun (K3ZO) sent
several boxes of W5YI reports to the DLARC scanning center. It’s likely that that collection
will fill in some of the gaps. We’ll know more soon.

Also: the complete 100-issue collection of CQ-DATV is now available. This free amateur
television magazine was published from 2013 through 2022, in PDF but also in EPUB and
other formats for reading on your ebook reader. For articles with source code or other data,
the files are downloadable from the relevant issues. If you want it all, download the 3,600-
page monolith of every issue.

Newsletters, meeting minutes, and other documents from the KARO-ECHO Ham Radio
Association, based in central California, are now in DLARC. We’ve added all 15 issues of
Hambrew magazine, "for amateur radio designers and builders," which was published by
George DeGrazio WF0K (SK) 1993 through 1997. And, a complete archive of Amateur
Radio Weekly, Cale Mooth K4HCK’s wonderful email newsletter that highlights exceptional
ham radio content on the web.

A tangent: DLARC (and Internet Archive in general) can easily ingest and display PDFs (and
audio files and video files and images and emulated software and…) but cannot easily deal
with pure HTML due to technical and security reasons. (Here I’m talking about the “main”
Internet Archive site, not the Wayback Machine.) That’s why a resource like Amateur Radio
Weekly, an HTML/email newsletter, is converted to PDF for easy viewing in a collection

https://archive.org/details/tapr-1996
https://archive.org/details/tapr-1997
https://archive.org/details/tapr-1998-disc
https://archive.org/details/mit-radio
https://archive.org/details/w5yi_report?sort=-date
https://archive.org/details/cq-datv
https://archive.org/details/cq-datvomnibus
https://archive.org/details/karo-echo
https://archive.org/details/hambrew
https://archive.org/details/amateur-radio-weekly
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within DLARC. When it comes to Zero Retries, this publication’s esteemed editor Steve Stroh
didn’t care for the way his newsletter looks using various automated PDF conversion
methods, so he’s creating bespoke PDF archives of ZR by hand. End of tangent.

So far, the ham radio software collections at DLARC were for Apple II computers, Atari
computers, and DOS machines. I just added two more: for Commodore computers (which,
with only three items so far, is admittedly a placeholder. Commodore 64 friends, point me to
your radio software!) and for CP/M computers. It might not look like much, but these 10 items
of CP/M ham radio software were transferred from 8-inch floppy disks. That was the result of
months of work and patient waiting, the coordination of a team of experts, and several pieces
of specialized software and hardware. If you need digipeater software for your CP/M box or
want to pore over the source code to the VADCG terminal node communications program,
there goes your weekend.

Digital Library of Amateur Radio & Communications is funded by a grant from Amateur Radio
Digital Communications (ARDC) to create a free digital library for the radio community,
researchers, educators, and students. If have questions about the project or material to
contribute, contact me at kay@archive.org.

DLARC want list: https://archive.org/details/dlarc-wantlist

Editor’s Note - K6KJN’s experience with the TAPR Software Library CD-ROMs I donated is a
perfect example of the expedience (in my opinion) of handing over material to DLARC (and
IA in general) versus doing it yourself. IA and K6KJN has the expertise to deal with tricky
issues of digitizing and conversion. In my case, I tried to view some of those TAPR CD-
ROMs and could not do so on my Mac laptop - they just errored out for some reason. Not to
mention that my previous experience years ago of trying to convert some Real Audio files
resulted in total frustration. And of course that all audio files on IA and DLARC are
automatically transcribed (if not exactly in a reader-friendly format). Thus I’m happy to have
the more experienced IA folks like K6KJN, and the wonderful, hardworking folks at IA’s
(paper) scanning centers do the hard work of getting our old, beloved Amateur Radio
material into good form for public access.

Personal Note - I am very happy that copies of the W5YI Report have surfaced and are now
available in DLARC. When you read some of those issues, you realize how immense the
loss of Fred Maia W5YI and his impartial overview of the movers and shakers and trends of
US Amateur Radio that he reported out during the life of the W5YI Report. We could really
use a perspective like that in this tumultuous era of Amateur Radio’s halting evolution into
the era of “radios are computers - with an antenna”.

Leave a comment
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Connect Systems CS800D PLUS - Next Generation

By Jerry Wanger KK6LFS

Editor’s Note - The origin of this article was an email by KK6LFS to subscribers of the
Connect Systems, Inc. email list, which I receive. (To sign up for the email list, there’s no link
on the web page, but every so many visits to the web page, a popup will appear for signing
up. I can attest that Connect Systems does not spam you.)

KK6LFS’s insights were refreshingly direct about the state of dealing with Chinese (and
Japanese) manufacturers that I thought would benefit from exposure to the Zero Retries
readership. KK6LFS graciously agreed to this “reprint” in Zero Retries. I first discussed the
CS800D PLUS in Zero Retries 0055 - CS800D PLUS Dual Band DMR and Analog Mobile
Radio.

Connect Systems is busy working on the next generation of the CS800D PLUS. This is a
revolutionary radio that will have features that we hope all HAMS will be interested in. We
have been talking about this for a long time and many of you probably think this is just more
vaporware.

Something happened late this year that is going to allow us to finish the project in the near
future. To understand what happened you need to understand how foreign companies work.

If you deal with an existing Japanese radio company and tell them you would like them to do
a new project and you tell them what you would like, you will get a polite thank you but they
would not commit to doing it. They have a not invented here attitude.

The Chinese on the other hand, are more open to do something new. While they would
gladly steal something that is already done, they will also seriously consider something
completely new. The only issue is money and time. Sometimes you have to pay them to do it
or commit to a large order in advance. When we sold the CS108G a few years back, we had
to pay Xiegu $10,000 to implement a spectrum analyzer and have that feature exclusive to
us. That later became a standard in their other radios.

We have been working with our vendor (CoValue) now for about 10 years and we have a
good track record of buying quite a few products and promptly paying them what we owe
them.

CoValue does not release their source code for other people to work on it because they are
afraid of you going to another vendor and competing with them as is the custom in China. If
you did that in the United States, you would be sued for copyright infringement.

However, if the price is right, they will release their source code. For the simple Analog
Radio, they want about $20,000 and for their DMR radios they want about $300,000.

https://www.zeroretries.org/i/61252663/csd-plus-dual-band-dmr-and-analog-mobile-radio
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The CS800D is an example of a product they custom developed for us. We paid a nominal
amount for the development cost and had to pay their cost to get the radio certified under
FCC Part 90.

The CS-BFD is an example of a joint development. We paid CoValue their out of pocket cost
to develop the hardware. We did all of the firmware and initial hardware design. They
modified the hardware so it could be manufactured in China and they manufacture it for us.

If we want new features, we just tell them what we want, and they do it for free. We did that
for the CS800D PLUS. Over the last year we gave them detailed specifications and even a
flow chart of what we wanted. They agreed to do it and very little got done in the past year.
When I finally confronted them about the lack of progress, they told me it was because they
did not have enough people working for them to do all the projects they committed to.

We came up with a compromise. I would write the code and they would integrate it into the
radio. They would write certain portions of the code that require a very intimate knowledge of
their overall structure. This allowed me to write 90% of the code and then we would test it as
much as we can and then they will fill in the remaining pieces.

Although they would not give me the source code for their radio, they would give me certain
firmware routines to use. As an example, I know they have to write to the display, so I asked
them to supply the routines to write to the display. I don’t actually need the source code to
write to the display just the definition of how to use their routines that already exist.

At of this time, I have the following routines written and we are currently debugging them.
These modules will be the first ones released.

Enhanced Parameters

Enhanced Monitor

Enhanced Scanning

GPS Roaming

VFO

GPS Location

Extended Zones

The following routines will be released later.

Serial Communication

Satellite
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Spectrum Display

User Program

Aux Processor

Hot Spot

To allow the radio to be used with different protocols such as P25, Fusion and DSTAR, we
need to release the Aux Processor module.

We expect to have the first release sometime about late March.

The first release will also be designed for the visually impaired. Currently, we have about 220
different voice prompts. This will allow you to drive blind and still operate your radio. If you
are not visually impaired, you could get the same information by watching the display.

The only negative approach to the way we are handling the programming is in the
debugging. Back in the late 60’s, if you were in school or even working in a large company,
you put your program on a bunch of punch cards and submitted the deck of cards to the
computer department and you got the results back later that day or the next day. This means
you can only do one or two test of your code a day.

Currently we work similar. We give them the new code in an email and get a compiled
version of the code later that night or the next day and I test it.

If I cannot figure out my mistake by looking at the source code, they are willing to do the
debugging for me.

To see the detailed manuals for the modules that will be released in the near future, go to
https://www.connectsystems.com/products/top/radios/CS800D_PLUS.htm and scroll to the
bottom of the page and see the section:

 The manuals below are for the first release of the CS800D PLUS

If after reading the manuals and you have any suggestions to improve the product please
email back. If you would like to rewrite some of these manuals and will allow me to publish
them feel free to rewrite them.

Editor’s Postscript - After I received the original email, I talked briefly with KK6LFS and
suggested that adding M17 as a “native” mode of the CS800D PLUS would be a unique
selling point as the first Amateur Radio that supports M17 out of the box. KK6LFS agreed
that the CS8000D PLUS was likely (ultimately) capable of doing so, but there are a number
of issues to be addressed before M17 could be implemented.

Leave a comment

https://www.connectsystems.com/products/top/radios/CS800D_PLUS.htm
https://www.zeroretries.org/p/zero-retries-0133/comments
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ZR > BEACON

By Steve Stroh N8GNJ

Short mentions of Zero Retries Interesting items.

Image courtesy of Randy Robinson N7EBB

New Product - DigiPi Radio Interface Board

From Randy Robinson N7EBB:

https://www.zeroretries.org/p/zero-retries-0133?utm_source=substack&utm_medium=email&utm_content=share&action=share&token=eyJ1c2VyX2lkIjoyNTEsInBvc3RfaWQiOjE0MDAxODYxOCwiaWF0IjoxNzA1MTA0MDk2LCJleHAiOjE3MDc2OTYwOTYsImlzcyI6InB1Yi00MDUyOTciLCJzdWIiOiJwb3N0LXJlYWN0aW9uIn0.tC-14hDwj5Df4dOmBpFnSjeRH3xWpd6NqRKYccCeZ04
https://substackcdn.com/image/fetch/f_auto,q_auto:good,fl_progressive:steep/https%3A%2F%2Fsubstack-post-media.s3.amazonaws.com%2Fpublic%2Fimages%2F38f40b0f-f231-42b3-a60d-32d86ef02f8b.heic
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I now have DigiPi Radio Interface Board kits and assembled and tested units available
for sale.

All info on this board is on my new website: n7ebb.org. I’m currently sold out, but I
have components and boards on order.

Note that a small bit of soldering is necessary even with the assembled and tested units - 3
wires need to be soldered to the (required) Fe-Pi audio board.

Craig Lamparter KM6LYW reviewed the DigiPi Radio Interface Board on his YouTube
channel and clearly he was impressed:

N7EBB is a fellow member of the Mount Baker Amateur Radio Club Digital Group here in
Bellingham, Washington as well as a friend and long time subscriber of Zero Retries. Kudos,
Randy!

New Product - Masters Communications DRA-50M

The DRA-50M is the first of a new series of sound cards made specifically for our
extruded & anodized Metal-SC Cases. The “M” Series sound cards have the same
high-performance as our Standard Series, and in most cases even have the same
model number - just with a M appended to the end.

Quick Explanation: The DRA-50M is a mechanically and electrically refined DRA-50
that's easier to use because of eliminating things not required for digital data
communications, and, making easier to access headers and jumpers, and, (mostly)
eliminating the need for adapter rails and their associated attachment hardware.

…

The DRA-50M has been refined, doing away with some functionality that wasn't able to
be taken advantage of, and/or simply not necessary for digital data. These functions
include the +12V DC Power input, the CTCSS Logic input, and Local Control output.
These functions are only ever used with AllStar Link or Echolink and provide little value
for digital data communications.

In correspondence about this new product with Kevin Custer W3KKC, another advantage of
the DRA-50M that isn’t yet reflected on the product page is that because of the better
grounding possible with the new circuit board, it is more resistant to Radio Frequency
Interference (RFI) issues than the DRA-50.

https://craiger.org/digipi/
https://n7ebb.org/
https://mbarc.groups.io/g/digital/
http://www.masterscommunications.com/products/radio-adapter/dra/dra50-vs-dra50m.html
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W3KKC and I discussed whether the DRA-50M was “newsworthy”, in light that the DRA-50M
deletes some features of the DRA-50, but I think that Henry David Thoreau’s maxim applies -
Simplify, Simplify. Removing unnecessary complexity is a good thing!

Experimental Radio News 10

Editor Bennett Z. Kobb AK4AV:

Crypto, blockchain, Artificial Resident Space Objects (!), satphones, shortwave - and
the Rockettes…

As always, AK4AV dives deep into experimental radio technology, pulled from the public info
of the FCC (and his many other sources) about radio technology that you wouldn’t otherwise
ever hear about. It’s quite an editorial feat to weave a story about the Radio City Music Hall
Rockettes into the same newsletter with a story of crypto technology on a satellite. For me,
whenever ERN hits my email inbox, it’s a “drop everything and read now” priority.
Recommended!

Boulder Amateur TV Club (BATVC) Repeater Newsletter #151

Jim Andrews KH6HTV:

Our newsletter is issued at least every month and oftentimes more frequently. It is
distributed FREE via e-mail. If you wish to be on the distribution list, send your name,
call sign and e-mail address to kh6htv@yahoo.com.

BATVC’s Repeater Newsletter is another new-to-me specialty Amateur Radio newsletter that
I eagerly read. Amateur (Radio) television, especially digital television is a whole new world
for me, and I appreciate KH6HTV’s (and contributors) writing style to explain the
technologies. I only recently discovered this newsletter, and with 150 previous issues, I have
some catching up to do. Recommended!

Dive Into the Innovative Technology of Magnetic Loop Antennas

WiMo Antennen und Elektronik GmbH:

https://www.goodreads.com/quotes/5892-our-life-is-frittered-away-by-detail-simplify-simplify
https://www.goodreads.com/quotes/5892-our-life-is-frittered-away-by-detail-simplify-simplify
https://www.experimentalradio.news/experimental-radio-news-10/?ref=experimental-radio-news-newsletter
https://kh6htv.files.wordpress.com/2023/12/tv-rptrs-rptr-151.pdf
https://www.wimo.com/en/antennas/hf-antennas/magnetic-loop-antennas#magloop-page-bottom
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We hope you had a good start into the new year! 🎉 Discover with us the world of
magnetic loop antennas, also known as "MagLoops". These antennas utilise the
fascinating operating principle of the magnetic field and offer numerous advantages,
including symmetrical design, high efficiency and flexible application options.

Find out more about this exciting technology, which covers applications from stationary
to portable, and discover innovative solutions from renowned manufacturers such as
AMA Käferlein, Chameleon, Ciro Mazzoni and Alexloop. The magnetic loop antenna
could be the ideal solution for confined spaces or motorhome use.

Although this article is ultimately in support of WiMo selling Magnetic Loop Antennas, it’s a
very good, informative treatment of this type of HF antenna. It seems counter-intuitive to me
that given their compact size, “Mag Loops” could work as well as they obviously do. With this
article, I now understand a bit better why that’s the case.

W6CX DV Repeater - First RF QSO Using M17 Digital Voice

Jim Moen K6JM on the Mt. Diablo Amateur Radio Club (MDARC) mailing list:

After Trevor and I visited South Peak and updated the multimode modem's firmware
and the Pi's software to the latest versions, the new M17 Open Source DV mode was
possible. I enabled it, but had no way to test it.

The M17 developers (https://m17project.org/ ) have done a pretty complete job of
developing open hardware designs and software with networking, reflectors, etc. They
are currently in talks with a radio manufacturer about making and selling a radio with
the new M17 DV mode. But there is no timeline I'm aware of.

In the meantime, and after some ups and downs, I was able to cobble together an M17
radio using an MMDVM modem, a Pi running special software and an analog FM
transceiver. Got it working now and I am able to use the W6CX DV repeater (145.0
+2.5) from here in Danville to have M17 QSOs. My first one was with someone in
SoCal using an M17 reflector.

I realize there won't be much local RF activity using M17 until people can purchase
M17 radios, but having M17 enabled does not appear to create problems for our
repeater or users of modes like D-Star. Obviously, we don't want a lot of network traffic
from a little-used mode, but I am monitoring that. The underlying goal, when M17
radios become available, is to have people to talk to, both local and networked, as an
incentive to get into this new mode.

For DIYers, there are some interesting options for getting on M17 now. I'd be happy to
give more info to any and all who might be interested.

https://groups.io/g/MDARC/message/7551
https://m17project.org/
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It’s so cool that K6JM and his co-conspirators have so matter-of-factly integrated M17 as
“just another digital voice mode” on this interesting repeater! This is testimony that M17 is no
longer exotic, bleeding-edge, not-quite-ready technology. M17 isn’t a “wave of the future”
technology, demonstrably it’s a “wave of the present” technology.

My thanks to Peter Dahl WA7FUS for pointing this out… and conspiring with me to perhaps
be able to do something similar on some existing repeater here in Western Washington.

Leave a comment

Share

Feedback Loop

My Thanks to commenters for Zero Retries 0131 - Ben Kuhn, Cale K4HCK, Tom Salzer,
(Zero Retries Pseudostaffer) Dan Romanchik KB6NU, Mark Jessop, and Kevin Scott. The
commenting reminded me that I’m an old reader and thus my preference for PDF documents
isn’t ideal for folks that want to read things on their small devices like phones - HTML is a lot
better for that.

My Thanks to commenters for Zero Retries 0132 - Paul Elliott and Bill Kreutinger.

If you provide feedback via email, I may excerpt your feedback or include it in full. Unless
you specifically grant me permission to include your name, I won’t do so. Feedback may be
lightly edited for clarity.

Join the Fun on Amateur Radio

If you’re not yet licensed as an Amateur Radio Operator, and would like to join the fun by
literally having a license to experiment with radio technology, check out

 Join the Fun on Amateur Radio for some pointers.

Zero Retries Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) — In development 2023-02.

Closing the Channel

In its mission to highlight technological innovation in Amateur Radio, promote Amateur Radio
to techies as a literal license to experiment with radio technology, and make Amateur Radio
more relevant to society in the 2020s and beyond, Zero Retries is published via email and

https://www.zeroretries.org/p/zero-retries-0133/comments
https://www.zeroretries.org/p/zero-retries-0133?utm_source=substack&utm_medium=email&utm_content=share&action=share&token=eyJ1c2VyX2lkIjoyNTEsInBvc3RfaWQiOjE0MDAxODYxOCwiaWF0IjoxNzA1MTA0MDk2LCJleHAiOjE3MDc2OTYwOTYsImlzcyI6InB1Yi00MDUyOTciLCJzdWIiOiJwb3N0LXJlYWN0aW9uIn0.tC-14hDwj5Df4dOmBpFnSjeRH3xWpd6NqRKYccCeZ04
https://www.zeroretries.org/p/zero-retries-0131/comments
https://www.zeroretries.org/p/zero-retries-0131/comments
https://www.zeroretries.org/p/zero-retries-0132/comments
https://www.zeroretries.org/p/join-the-fun-on-amateur-radio
https://www.zeroretries.org/p/zero-retries-frequently-asked-questions
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web, and is available to everyone at no cost. Zero Retries is proud not to participate in the
Amateur Radio Publishing Industrial Complex, which hides Amateur Radio content behind
paywalls.

My ongoing Thanks to:

Tina Stroh KD7WSF for, well, everything!

Founding Members who generously support Zero Retries financially:
 Founding Member 0000 - Steven Davidson K3FZT

 Founding Member 0001 - Prefers to Remain Anonymous 01

Founding Member 0002 - Chris Osburn KD7DVD
 Founding Member 0003 - Don Rotolo N2IRZ 

 Founding Member 0004 - William Arcand W1WRA
 Founding Member 0005 - Ben Kuhn KU0HN

 Founding Member 0006 - Todd Willey KQ4FID
 Founding Member 0007 - Merik Karman VK2MKZ

 Founding Member 0008 - Prefers to Remain Anonymous 14
 Founding Member 0009 - Prefers to Remain Anonymous 19

Numerous Annual and Monthly subscribers who also generously support Zero Retries
financially!

Want to Support Zero Retries?

The most effective way to support Zero Retries is to simply mention Zero Retries to
your co-conspirators that are also interested in knowing more about technological
innovation that is occurring in Amateur Radio and encourage them to become a fellow
subscriber.

One particularly effective method of promoting Zero Retries is to add a mention of Zero
Retries to your QRZ page (or other web presence) and include a link:

https://www.zeroretries.org

If you’d like to financially support Zero Retries, becoming a paid subscriber is greatly
appreciated and helps offset expenses incurred in publishing Zero Retries. Paid
subscriptions for Zero Retries are entirely optional, as explained in this special issue of
ZR:

 Zero Retries Administrivia - Activating Payment Options.

These blogs and newsletters regularly feature Zero Retries Interesting content:

https://www.qrz.com/
https://www.zeroretries.org/
https://www.zeroretries.org/p/zero-retries-administrivia-activating
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Dan Romanchik KB6NU mentions “Zero Retries Interesting” topics so regularly on his
blog (that I otherwise wouldn’t know about) that I’ve bestowed on him the honorific of
Pseudostaffer.

Jeff Davis KE9V also mentions “Zero Retries Interesting” topics so regularly on his blog
(that I otherwise wouldn’t know about) that I’ve bestowed on him the honorific of
Pseudostaffer.

Amateur Radio Weekly by Cale Mooth K4HCK is a weekly anthology of links to
interesting Amateur Radio stories.

Experimental Radio News by Bennet Z. Kobb AK4AV discusses (in detail) Experimental
(Part 5) licenses issued by the US FCC. It’s a must-read-now for me!

RTL-SDR Blog - Excellent coverage of Software Defined Radio units.

TAPR Packet Status Register has been published continuously since 1982.

Other Substack Amateur Radio newsletters recommended by Zero Retries.

These YouTube channels regularly feature Zero Retries Interesting content:

HB9BLA Wireless by Andreas Spiess HB9BLA

KM6LYW Radio by Craig Lamparter KM6LYW (home of the DigiPi project)

Modern Ham by Billy Penley KN4MKB

Tech Minds by Matthew Miller M0DQW

Zero Retries is currently using the Substack email publishing platform to publish Zero
Retries. It’s particularly suitable for small newsletters as you can get started for no cost.

If you’re reading this issue on the web and you’d like to see Zero Retries in your email Inbox
every Friday afternoon, just click below to join 1200+ other subscribers:

Please tell your co-conspirators about Zero Retries — just click:

Share Zero Retries

Offering feedback or comments for Zero Retries is equally easy — just click:

Leave a comment

If you’re a fellow smart person that uses RSS, there is an RSS feed for Zero Retries.

Zero Retries (N8GNJ) is on Mastodon — n8gnj@mastodon.radio — just click:

https://www.kb6nu.com/
https://ke9v.net/
https://hamweekly.com/
https://www.experimentalradio.news/
https://www.rtl-sdr.com/
https://tapr.org/tapr-file-archive/
https://zeroretries.substack.com/recommendations
https://www.youtube.com/@HB9BLA
https://www.youtube.com/@KM6LYW
https://craiger.org/digipi/
https://www.youtube.com/@ModernHam
https://www.youtube.com/@TechMindsOfficial/about
https://substack.com/
https://www.zeroretries.org/?utm_source=substack&utm_medium=email&utm_content=share&action=share
https://www.zeroretries.org/p/zero-retries-0133/comments
http://www.zeroretries.org/feed/
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Zero Retries / N8GNJ on Mastodon

Email issues of Zero Retries are “instrumented” by Substack to gather basic statistics about
opens, clicking links, etc.

More bits from Steve Stroh N8GNJ:

SuperPacket blog — Discussing new generations of Amateur Radio Data
Communications — beyond Packet Radio (a precursor to Zero Retries)

N8GNJ blog — Amateur Radio Station N8GNJ and the mad science experiments at
N8GNJ Labs — Bellingham, Washington, USA

Thanks for reading!
 Steve Stroh N8GNJ / WRPS598 (He / Him / His)

 These bits were handcrafted (by a mere human, not an Artificial Intelligence bot) in beautiful
Bellingham (The City of Subdued Excitement), Washington, USA, and linked to the Internet
via Starlink Satellite Internet Access.

2024-01-05

If you’d like to reuse an article in this issue, for example for club or other newsletters, just
ask. Please provide credit for the content to me and any other authors.

All excerpts from other authors or organizations, including images, are intended to be fair
use. Unless otherwise noted in the article, there are no paid promotional items in any Zero
Retries articles.

Portions Copyright © 2021, 2022, 2023, 2024 by Steven K. Stroh.

Blanket permission granted for TAPR to use any Steve Stroh content for the TAPR
Packet Status Register (PSR) newsletter (I owe them from way back).
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